
 

 

 

Community Dialogue – Volunteer Police Record Checks  

Led by: Rebecca Sutherns 

Overarching questions: 

• Why does that matter to your organization? 

• How much do you know about it? 

• How do you wish this PRC could happen? 

• How do you think we should move this forward? 

 

Today is an input day beginning with 3 presentations. 

Sandra Orrigo – Guelph Police Services  

2018 police checks were legislated PRC reform act – clearly outlines what can and cannot be 

disclosed in PRC. We (GPS) are bound by this legislation by what we can and cannot do. PRC 

web lists what can and cannot be disclosed. Ie. 3000 speeding charges, it will not be included  

PRC done for the purpose – police interaction at a particular place in time and place. Query 

information and release at that date and time. It is limited what can we release, PRC not a 

recommendation from Police.  

Reiterates:  It is a record of what we can report on at a particular date and time. $40 

employment $35 for volunteers.  

10408 checks last year. Approx.. 7000 for paid employment.  

For PIN 2076 for PIN - 1, 056 paid by the volunteer themselves.  

Why should a check be done? this from the organization, not the Police – access information 

Canada wide and locally on Guelph database. Not provincial offences.  
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Alex Gosse – Manager of Community Investment – City of Guelph 

Speaking to PRC and BestMatch. City has funded for a number of years through a community 

benefit agreement. Strategic partnerships seeing an opportunity for city volunteers and 

community volunteers. Funding approx. 40,000 to PIN. Valuable, beneficial o be associated with 

best practices, benefits to residents – safer experience to volunteers and those they are working 

with. City continues to see the benefits of the program and be part of a conversation taking 

place.  

Funding to March 2021. 

 

Question from participants? What is city’s mandate related to volunteerism – mandate 

around volunteerism? City is known for caring community; how does city mandate fit into that? 

Alex said we have a community support strategy and goals to support residents in the 

community. 

 

Christine Oldfield, Executive Director PIN 

Almost 20 years – incorporated in 2001, International Year of the Volunteer.  

A hub of volunteerism, provide community information and navigate through human health 

services, nonprofit capacity building organization.  

We help organizations with the volunteer management cycle including screening. Quote from 

Volunteer Canada: 

“Organizations have moral, legal and ethical responsibilities to the people they reach, including 

members, clients, employees and volunteers. Screening is especially important for organizations 

that work with vulnerable people. Vulnerable people may include children, youth, people with 

disabilities and senior adults.”  

Part of that responsibility is screening; Finding the best match, between volunteer, position, 

organization, and the clients they serve doing due diligence and best fit.  

BestMatch (formerly BPVS) 2013 began. Research done by former Police Chief, mayor, and city 

staff – found Volunteer Alberta as interesting innovative approach with emphasis on best fit. PRC 

is one of 10 steps in volunteer screening; we seek to support organizations.  

Includes one to one consultations, training worked with 164 organizations. 
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300 risk assessments on over 1000 volunteer roles. Implying best practices  

We believe everyone has something to contribute that is meaningful to them.  

The Community Benefit Sector – Canada: 

86,000 registered charities and 85,000 non-profit organizations engage in public benefit 

activities that touch almost every aspect of Canadian life.  

The sector is also a significant economic driver, generating more than 7% of Canada’s gross 

domestic product and employing more than 2 million people.  

* The Senate Special Committee on the Charitable Sector 2019 report 

 

Ontario sector: 

Over 55,000 organizations which together generate some $67 billion in revenues and serve 

multiple missions that contribute to communities across Ontario. 

Volunteering is a common thread: Health. Sports. Faith. Community. Children. Youth. Seniors.   

One common thread through many of these organizations is volunteering 

 

What is the value of that? 

Estimate that volunteers added over two billion hours to Canada’s work effort in 2017. 

This volunteer contribution is valued at $55.9 billion in 2017—equivalent to 2.6 per cent of GDP. 

If volunteering were an industry, it would employ nearly as many people as those currently 

working in education. – Conference Board of Canada 2018 

 

Vital Conversations and Advocacy 

“That the Government of Canada, though the Public Safety Minister, work with provincial and 

territorial counterparts and the Canadian Association of Chiefs of Police to seek ways to alleviate 

a financial burden on low-budget organizations for needed police checks on volunteers.” 

-  Recommendation 3, 2019 Senate Report 
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The Senate Report included 74 recommendations; seek ways the alleviate for needed police 

records – government and nationally are becoming aware of the need to bring this topic to light. 

• Inconsistency in process, cost, wait time, across various municipality.  

Priority area for the Ontario NonProfit Network, Volunteer Canada Screening Roundtable 

 

Group question/statement: 

• Number of ppl do not have computers to fill out online PRC.  

• Previously PRC checks for free in Guelph.  

Youth Criminal Justice Act – only information can be released for government capacity – 

municipal, provincial, federal can apply for record check. A city lifeguard I can get a PRC. At the 

Y, I cannot have a PRC. This protest the privacy of the minor. 

 

Why are we having this conversation? 

In budget in Fall 2019, came to the intention of PIN that GPS was not interested in funding that 

program anymore. At PIN are trying to advocate that organizations policies reflect best 

practices.  

 

Group questions/statements:  

Scott (GPS) – goal of the service so there is clarity of the value of the service. There is still a 

cost to cover the employees time. The number of PRC has increased over the last 5 years. It an 

increasing burden. Efficiency of applying online. 

Jaya James (HOPE House) – insurance requirements. Will continue to see demand – the 

insurance will not insure if not PRC.  
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Question: City fund Police Services – does it all come from one place?  

Answer: City pays GPS budget. Same tax base, same overall budget. GPS comes to city with 

budget to approve. 

Is there any evidence of reduced criminal activity as a result – is a deterrent to criminal activity 

as a result of the use of the PRC? 

BestMatch is not in place for PRC only but that it is supporting the training, consultation of orgs.  

Is there a way to have sustainability in the funds? 

 

11:05 – table group discussion.  

1 impact from each table – all will be recorded into the notes. 

 

Points from large group: - Orange papers feedback Question 1. 

• Rethinking best practices 

• Vast majority – 65% come from our client base. Orgs are big on volunteering ppl get back 

to work. These ppl cannot afford cost of PRC so what we can afford – put in internet 

connection for clients to apply online. Potential donor questions – case for support – why 

are you paying for it? 

• Worried about the financial impact for the volunteer and if can afford. 

• For someone BBBS – would discourage membership with PIN. 

• Making online application – make it that easier for volunteer applicants 

• Increase the have vs have not – inequality 

• Fewer volunteers = less impact.  

• Less services is the impact 

• Liability – risk versus liability. PIN does support with that. Annual versus reviewing and 

using appropriately.  

• Change the orgs missions – the work we do might have to change with volunteers. 

 

Recommendations – grey paper 

• Redesign ideas. 

• How would you make it any better? 
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• The Future of PRC supporting a culture – more forums and spaces to discuss – we are 

not the directors, need to go back to these EDs. If they have a record, does that mean 

they are not supported by the org? Have conversations openly rather than in secret. 

• Working with PIN to talk about guidelines. How often to get PRC, how old can theh bey 

be? Guidelines = when can we use declarations rather than PRC 

• An easier way than navigating online or in person. Orgs gather PRC on behalf of vols? 

• Other models – interesting ideas and how could we leverage that in the future. You get 

vetted with Volunteer Alberta then you can volunteer in multiple areas. Central 

screening  

• Future means 2021. What are we going to do. Let GPS now how valuable the service. 

Have Guelph at the tables with provincial and national 

• GPS work with PIN that are grey, decreasing applications that are not needed. 

• Option to fill online – accessible and helpful. Feel strongly it should be an option not 

the only way to have done. Option should still be to have it done online. 

• Evaluate your policies, renewed PRC   

• Who should pay? $400,000 GPS – reduce the barrier for individuals, increase 

confidence, increase opportunity for employment 

• What is cost per application? 2167 thru PIN – why not suggest tiering cost. GPS give 

minimum cost recovery; referenced cost analysis across municipalities – questioning 

around the costing. 

Green papers – what are recommendations for next steps? 

• Individual feedback 

• Needs to start with insurance organizations. Guidelines come from the higher church 

• Engaging honest conversations with people that we are really talking about keeping 

people safe. If there was not the human rights acts etc. 

• There is alot of things that are not covered on the PRC. 

• Share your good practices that you have developed 

• Re-state: tying in actual good practices - doing it because we have to, because we need 

the insurance.  

• Form a small working group to work with PIN and GPS and try to move this forward. 

Realistically we have about 7 months. 

• Offence declaration forms – may cut back on PRC/VSC – other orgs use that for renewals 

• Canada Code for Volunteer Involvement – do it every few years. Can help for best 

practices. 

• Honesty around cost; evaluate may be able to afford, other agencies cannot absorb costs 

 


